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Dark intense stories about family, honor, and soul-wrenching love. 

MJ Boshers releases Ancient Blood book two of The Faewitch Series, an urban 

fantasy/paranormal novel. This author and songwriter has spun a new and exciting tale 

of faeries, wizards, giants, and elves that will suck the reader in for a magical journey full 

of adventure, drama, and love.  

Book two brings a little more intensity, but just as much adventure as book one, The 

Faewitch, and is sure to leave the reader ready to dive into book three. Though this 

novel has paranormal and magical aspects, the author brings everyday world issues into 

the story. Real-life problems make this novel stand out and become relatable to those 

going through the same dramatic life events. 

Short Description: 

In blood lies the truth and Sophie shall find just that, but she may find more truth than 

she can handle. With even more betrayal and murder coming her way, she must stay 

stronger than ever. New and unexpected creatures seek her power and will stop at 

nothing to take it from her. Friends must come together once again to fight for love, 

friendship, and survival. Their world is becoming more dangerous than ever and one 

wrong decision could change everything. 

Book trailer: 

https://youtu.be/lzxrkLxqzqI 

 

“Sometimes this world we live in can feel torn apart and it can place 

devastating things in our path that we think we aren’t ready for or things we 

think we won’t be able to handle, but with family and friends by our side 

there is nothing we can’t overcome. Together we are stronger.” MJ Boshers 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/lzxrkLxqzqI


Short Author Bio: 

MJ Boshers is an American author and songwriter. MJ is a small town girl who has 

changed her path in life to writing. She resides in Hartselle Alabama where the small 

town and country-side fuels her imagination. With music being another passion for her 

she likes to add it to her novels when she can.  

MJ writes dark intense stories about family, honor, and soul-wrenching love. 

MJ Boshers is available for speaking engagements, interviews, and appearances. She is 

also happy to speak to reading and writing groups via telephone or Skype. 
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Author Q&A: 

Q: How is this book different from book one? 

A: Book two deals with more real-world issues that even magic can’t help with. The 

characters go through major life changes as they get older and are forced to grow up, but 

they also have to survive and save their world while going through it all. 

 

Q: What inspired you to write this journey in The Faewitch Series? 

A: I am always inspired when I read a new book that makes me gasp for air. When I do, 

I have to contemplate on what I can do to my story that will make someone do the same.  

 

Q: What writers inspire you? 

A: Cassandra Clare and E.L. James gave me inspiration for this particular book. 

 

Q: What is your writing Kryptonite? 

A: Time 

 

Q: If you could tell your younger writing self anything, what would it be? 

A: To focus, be patient, plan, ask for help, and most importantly to believe in 

yourself. 

 

Q: Do you try more to be original or to deliver to readers what they want? 

A: I definitely want to be original.  I write things I would want to read and 

hopefully readers will want to read as well. 

 

 



What sets this story apart from others? 

MJ Boshers has put together a unique story that will relate to readers in all genres. 

Ancient Blood presents a remarkable dialogue that will intrigue the mind and hearts 

of readers. Though magical elements are incorporated heavily in this story, there is 

no lack of real-life issues. This novel differentiates itself from others by relating to 

readers through the characters and the trials in which they are put through. The 

main goal of the author is to show that though our world isn’t perfect, we can 

overcome anything with family and friends. Even with magical powers these 

characters still need each other. They couldn’t defeat their enemy without trusting 

and depending on one another. Together we are stronger and Ancient Blood shares 

that through remarkable characters and shocking twists that will rip the fabric of 

any heart, wielding anyone to grab the nearest hand to conquer whatever evil is 

standing in their way.   

 

 

 

 

 


